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Where Do Babies Come From? (Usborne Pocket Science)
Simple text and illustrations explain basic facts about sex, pregnancy and birth. Suggested level, primary, intermediate.
By the age responses to tough questions kids ask parents about sex (for parents of kids aged 3 -14)
Where Do Babies Come From?Our First Talk About BirthOrca Book Publishers
Accompany Jenny as she learns about the wonderful world of true love and about the obstacles that would block her way to it!
The Great Big Book of Life
The Baby Tree
Lift-the-Flap First Questions and Answers Where Do Babies Come From?
Where Do Babies Come From
A Book about Eggs, Sperm, Birth, Babies, and Families

Lots of questions for inquisitive young minds. The colourful illustrations, large and simple text and chunky flaps reveal the answers.
The little curious one's questions about the facts of life are finally answered in a way that is both sensible and approachable for them.
It tells children enough facts to satisfy their curiosity without getting into the specific details which will be learnt at an older age. The
focus is on babies throughout the animal kingdom, as well as human babies and as with all the Lift-the-flap First Questions and
Answers, questions are inspired by the sort of typical children's questions. Other titles in this series are Lift-the-flap First Questions
and Answers How do flowers grow? and Lift-the-flap First Questions and Answers What makes it rain?
"Where do babies come from?" It's a question every child asks eventually, and Animals Mate is the simple, straightforward guide
every parent needs to normalize sexual reproduction via adorable animal partners. With a modern design and beautiful illustrations,
Animals Mate introduces facts about mating, including tactful discussion of the mechanics of the process, anatomical parts, and
sperm and eggs. Bypass the awkwardness that often accompanies "the talk," and help your child understand sex and reproduction as
the natural and wonderful process that results in the world's greatest treasure: babies!
Explaining a child's beginning, is sometimes difficult and considered taboo. This book is an honest, eye opening, and humorous,
mother's attempt to satisfy her daughter's curiosity, of where babies come from?
This book, the second in the newly revised Learning About Sex series for boys, will guide you in the often difficult task of
introducing and explaining human sexuality. Through simple, age-appropriate text and pictures, boys ages 6 to 8 will better
understand how a baby develops and discover that each person is special and important!
A Book About Where Babies Come From
The Sex Education Answer Book
Starting conversations about the facts of life (From how babies are made to puberty and healthy relationships)
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The Seeds of Life
What Makes a Baby
A latest entry in the series that includes It's NOT the Stork! follows the adventures of young Gus and Nellie, who watch their mother's
pregnancy and anticipate the arrival of a new sibling while learning engaging facts about how unborn babies develop.
Cleverly revealing the basics of reproduction in an age-appropriate way, award-winning Sophie Blackall has created a beautiful picture book
full of playful details to amuse and engage readers. Sooner or later, every child will ask, Where do babies come from? Answering this question
has never been this easy or entertaining! Join a curious little boy who asks everyone from his babysitter to the mailman, getting all sorts of
funny answers along the way, before his parents gently set him straight.
Written for adolescents, this book provides frank, up-to-date abd reassuring information on all aspects of growing up, puberty, sex and sexual
health.
A glorious, diverse celebration of human life, from birth to death, by Mary Hoffman and Ros Asquith. The sixth title in the Great Big Book
series explores every stage of human life. From birth to starting nursery, being a teenager to becoming an adult, from work to relationships,
homes and jobs, to aging illness and death. A universal but challenging topic is dealt with Mary Hoffman and Ros Asquith's trademark
sensitivity and humour and inclusivity.
Animals Mate
Mommy, Did I Grow in Your Tummy?
Anatomically Correct Paper Dolls Book for Teaching Children about Pregnancy, Conception and Sex Education
Where Do Babies Come From?: For Girls Ages 6-8
For Girls Ages 7-9 and Parents

An engaging introduction for very young children to the basic facts of life in a way that is gentle, ageappropriate and accessible. Child psychologist Dr. Jillian Roberts created the Just Enough series to help
parents and caregivers approach difficult subjects with little ones. These primers offer a gentle and
accessible starting point for conversations about important topics. Research shows that children are
learning about sex at an increasingly young age and often from undesirable sources. The Q&A format,
with questions posed in the child’s voice and answers starting simply and becoming gradually more indepth, allows the adult to guide the conversation to a natural and satisfying conclusion. Additional
questions at the back of the book allow for further discussion. Where Do Babies Come From? is the first
book in the Just Enough series. Other topics in the series include death, cultural diversity and separation
or divorce.
MINI TREASURES: delightful mini picture books to treasure forever. MUMMY LAID AN EGG Mum and Dad
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decide it's time to tell the kids about the facts of life. But do they dare? And do the really know everything
about the birds and the bees?
Two children explain to their parents, using their own drawings, where babies come from.
Presents simple sex instruction from a Christian point of view for seven-to-nine-year-old girls through a
series of stories about a girl named Alisa.
Our First Talk About Birth
Let's Talk about Sex
Lift the Flap Questions & Answers
Mommy, Daddy, where Do Babies Come From?
The Amazing True Story of How Babies Are Made
Using simple text this mini book offers an introduction to where babies come from, written with the aim
of helping to answer children's questions. It is one of a series of books about the natural and
scientific world which offers safe and easy experiments to help clarify explanations.
This book is the perfect age-appropriate way to explain the mysteries of reproduction to curious kids.
Using cut-out baby and adult PaperDolls, illustrations, discussion prompts and Q&A, parents can begin to
explain where babies come from.
Geared to readers from preschool to age eight, What Makes a Baby is a book for every kind of family and
every kind of kid. It is a twenty-first century children’s picture book about conception, gestation, and
birth, which reflects the reality of our modern time by being inclusive of all kinds of kids, adults,
and families, regardless of how many people were involved, their orientation, gender and other identity,
or family composition. Just as important, the story doesn’t gender people or body parts, so most parents
and families will find that it leaves room for them to educate their child without having to erase their
own experience. Written by a certified sexuality educator, Cory Silverberg, and illustrated by awardwinning Canadian artist Fiona Smyth, What Makes a Baby is as fun to look at as it is useful to read.
A beautifully illustrated book uses simple explanations to deal with the sensitive issue of how life
begins.
Mummy Laid an Egg!
How Babies Are Made
A Book about Girls, Boys, Babies, Bodies, Families and Friends
Let's Talk About the Birds and the Bees

THE GO-TO BOOK FOR PARENTS WANTING HELP WITH THAT TALK ... SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2016 CHILDREN'S
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BOOK COUNCIL BOOK OF THE YEAR AWARDS It's one of the most amazing stories ever told -- and it's true! Funny,
frank and embarrassment-free, THE AMAZING TRUE STORY OF HOW BABIES ARE MADE gives a fresh take on the
incredible tale of where we all come from. REVIEWS: 'If you're looking for a book for children that's accessible but
honest, sex positive and inclusive, THE AMAZING TRUE STORY OF HOW BABIES ARE MADE is pretty much perfect.' -Child Magazine 'Common sense, facts, the delightful humour and illustrations will enable this book to be universally
accessible and a joy to be shared. A must buy for all parents.' -- Buzzword Books 'Highly recommended ... a necessary
addition to every parent library' -- ReadPlus.com.au 'It's the inclusive nature of the book as well as its light touches of
humour that make it a worthy update of a perennially interesting subject' -- Sydney Morning Herald 'terrific, funny and
explicit-in-a-good-way ... Destined to become a classic.' -- Weekend West
This inclusive guide to how every family begins is an honest, cheerful tool for conversations between parents and their
young ones. To make a baby you need one egg, one sperm, and one womb. But every family starts in its own special
way. This book answers the "Where did I come from?" question no matter who the reader is and how their life began.
From all different kinds of conception through pregnancy to the birth itself, this candid and cozy guide is just right for
the first conversations that parents will have with their children about how babies are made.
Provides simple explanations of the choices that face a couple who want a child and have not been able to have one in
the traditional way, including fertility treatments, in vitro fertilization, egg and sperm donors, surrogates, and adoption.
From the author of How Are You Feeling Today? and Will You Be My Friend? comes a brand new picture book all about
the birds and the bees (sex education). It's natural for young children to have questions about their bodies and where
they came from, but it can seem a daunting task to answer honestly so that they understand the subtleties of puberty,
sex, reproduction and relationships, and are comfortable with their bodies. This books uses clear, easy to understand
language to answer complex questions about sex and relationships, and covers all manner of tricky subjects from
puberty to consent with delicate accuracy and honesty. Filled with bright, fun illustrations and helpful advice for parents
and carers, Let's Talk About the Birds and the Bees is the perfect book for explaining the facts of life to small children.
Making a Baby
Where Willy Went
The Facts about Where Babies Come From
What's in There?
Where Babies Come from

This book, the second in the newly revised Learning About Sex series for girls, will guide you in the often difficult task of introducing and
explaining human sexuality. Through simple, age-appropriate text and pictures, girls ages 6 to 8 will better understand how a new baby
develops and discover that each person is special and important!
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Shows Willy the sperm in the process of creating a human baby.
An entertaining first sex education title, in picture book format.
This delightful book answers children's questions about how life starts, who they are, and whether there's enough love to go around.
Or, Where Do Babies Come From?
It's Not the Stork!
Where Do Babies Come From?
Where Do Babies Come From?.
Where Some Babies Come From
Lift the over 60 flaps in this book to discover the answers to questions that every child asks: when, how, where,
who, why, which, and what!
"Where do babies come from?" It isn't unusual for new parents to be posed this delicate question by the time
their child is just three or four. Some children develop this natural curiosity sooner, some later, but when
questions about sexuality and reproduction inevitably arise, the wise parent will keep this delightful book on
hand! Playful in style without sacrificing educational value, Andry and Schepp's, "How Babies are Made," is an
invaluable resource for parents eager to help their inquisitive children learn about sex and the reproductive
process with clarity, honesty, and accuracy. This slim volume will take you and your child through a variety of
reproductive processes in the plant and animal kingdom before finally delving into human sexuality. Featuring
inventive and engaging full-color, paper cutout illustrations by Blake Hampton, "How Babies are Made" is
guaranteed to help your child establish the foundation on which they will build healthy sexual attitudes and
practices as adults.
“An outstanding book. . . . Meets the needs of those in-between or curious kids who are not ready,
developmentally or emotionally, for It’s Perfectly Normal.” —Booklist (starred review) How does a baby begin?
What makes a baby male or female? How is a baby born? Children have plenty of questions about reproduction
and babies—and about sex and sexuality, too. It’s So Amazing! provides the answers—with fun, accurate, comicbook-style artwork and a clear, lively text that reflects the interests of children age seven and up in how things
work, while giving them a healthy understanding of their bodies. Created by the author and illustrator of It’s
Perfectly Normal, this forthright and funny book has been newly updated for its fifteenth anniversary.
From the expert team behind IT'S PERFECTLY NORMAL and IT'S SO AMAZING! comes a book for younger
children about their bodies — a resource that parents, teachers, librarians, health care providers, and clergy
can use with ease and confidence. Young children are curious about almost everything, especially their bodies.
And young children are not afraid to ask questions. What makes me a girl? What makes me a boy? Why are
some parts of girls' and boys' bodies the same and why are some parts different? How was I made? Where do
babies come from? Is it true that a stork brings babies to mommies and daddies? IT'S NOT THE STORK! helps
answer these endless and perfectly normal questions that preschool, kindergarten, and early elementary
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school children ask about how they began. Through lively, comfortable language and sensitive, engaging
artwork, Robie H. Harris and Michael Emberley address readers in a reassuring way, mindful of a child's
healthy desire for straightforward information. Two irresistible cartoon characters, a curious bird and a
squeamish bee, provide comic relief and give voice to the full range of emotions and reactions children may
experience while learning about their amazing bodies. Vetted and approved by science, health, and child
development experts, the information is up-to-date, age-appropriate, and scientifically accurate, and always
aimed at helping kids feel proud, knowledgeable, and comfortable about their own bodies, about how they
were born, and about the family they are part of.
Let's Talk about Where Babies Come From
So That's How I Began
Mommy, Where Do Babies Come From?
Where Do Babies Come From?: For Boys Ages 6-8
A Book about Changing Bodies, Growing Up, Sex and Sexual Health

Why cracking the code of human conception took centuries of wild theories, misogynist blunders, and ludicrous mistakes Throughout
most of human history, babies were surprises. People knew the basics: men and women had sex, and sometimes babies followed. But
beyond that the origins of life were a colossal mystery. The Seeds of Life is the remarkable and rollicking story of how a series of
blundering geniuses and brilliant amateurs struggled for two centuries to discover where, exactly, babies come from. Taking a page
from investigative thrillers, acclaimed science writer Edward Dolnick looks to these early scientists as if they were detectives hot on
the trail of a bedeviling and urgent mystery. These strange searchers included an Italian surgeon using shark teeth to prove that
female reproductive organs were not 'failed' male genitalia, and a Catholic priest who designed ingenious miniature pants to prove that
frogs required semen to fertilize their eggs. A witty and rousing history of science, The Seeds of Life presents our greatest scientists
struggling-against their perceptions, their religious beliefs, and their deep-seated prejudices-to uncover how and where we come from.
Simple text and pictures explain intercourse, growth in the womb, sexual differences in male and female, and birth of the baby.
So That's How I Began! is a book to have on hand from the moment a child begins asking questions. It explains modern day families,
body parts, natural and assisted conception, pregnancy and birth. Presented in an age appropriate and matter of fact style, the book
encourages all-important conversation from an early age and is entirely flexible - read it from cover to cover or simply jump to the part
relevant to the child's question. Wonderfully illustrated and written in a warm, relaxed and inclusive way and with positive messages
throughout, this is a book that both child and adult will be comfortable to read over and over.
A creature wonders where his strange younger sibling came from--a squeaking, leaking baby that should surely be set free.
All about You Before You Were Born
Where Did that Baby Come From?
From Aristotle to da Vinci, from Sharks' Teeth to Frogs' Pants, the Long and Strange Quest to Discover Where Babies Come From
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It's So Amazing!
Mommy Laid an Egg
This clear, lively information book about sex and reproduction covers all the main areas: babies, reproduction, bodies, chromosomes, genes, growing
up, love, health and lots more. As before, the information is imparted simply and reassuringly with humorous commentary from an inquisitive bird and
a squeamish bee and very friendly full-colour cartoon-strip illustrations.
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